Artiﬁcial Intelligence Industry in the UK Landscape Overview 2021
Main trends: Technologies, Companies, Investors, Hubs,
AI and COVID-19, AI Politics and Ethics, AI Human Capital

‘Artiﬁcial Intelligence Industry in the UK Landscape
Overview 2021’, prepared by Innovation Eye (and
powered by Big Innovation Centre and Deep
Knowledge Analytics), in dialogue with the All-Party
Parliamentary Group on Artiﬁcial Intelligence, presents
an overview of the entire Artiﬁcial Intelligence Industry
Ecosystem in the United Kingdom. The report (and its
associated interactive mindmaps) constitutes the
most comprehensive survey of the UK AI Industry,
categorising more than 3,600 distinct entities. In
addition, it explores a number of AI-related UK
government initiatives classiﬁed into 5 overarching
trends, such as: Human Capital Transformation,
Acceleration of AI-driven Research and Development,
Intensiﬁcation of Networking, Focus on AI-policy
Implementation, and Infrastructure Updates.

Link to the Report:
www.innovationeye.com/ai-in-the-uk-2021
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Scope of Interactive Mindmap

Key Trends and Main Findings

The key purpose of interactive Mindmap (IT-platform)
is to support all industry entities and stakeholders in
strategic decision-making to gain maximum value.
This IT-platform demonstrates a uniﬁed industry
framework based on a vast industry database: 2,000+
Companies operating in 20 Categories, 1500+
Investors, 92 Hubs and Think Tanks.

The UK is making a great effort to maintain its current
position as the #3 AI leader after the US and China,
and optimise its potential to climb further up the ladder
of the Global AI Race. There are ﬁve main trends to
watch in the AI, namely: Human Capital
Transformation, Acceleration of AI-driven R&D,
Intensiﬁcation of Networking, Focus on AI-policy
Implementation, Infrastructure Updates. In 2018-2019,
investments in AI increased by 200%, while in 2020,
they decreased by 21% compared to last year. From
2020 to the middle of 2021, the biggest growth was
seen in the Healthcare AI implementation. The total
funding of the UK AI Industry stands at £13.8 billion in
2021 (based on an analysis of 2,000+ AI companies).

The IT-platform enables industry leaders to understand
interactions, relations, and connections between
Companies, Investors, Hubs and Think Tanks. Seeing
the hidden connections can help to get pragmatic
answers to key strategic questions and get the big
picture of Artiﬁcial Intelligence Industry in the UK.
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Make sustainable public sector investment in AI
Ensure consistent access to top talent from around the world
Find new ways to bring researchers, disciplines and sectors
together
Provide AI-skilled employees for a new jobs market

2. The Alan Turing Institute as a Truly National Institute:
➔
➔
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3. Ensure Moonshots:
➔
➔
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Move from local leadership to global
Provide assured long term public sector funding that will give the
Turing and others the conﬁdence to plan and invest in strategic
leadership for the UK in AI research, development and innovation

Ensure challenge-led, high-risk, scalable programmes that are both
advancing and leveraging AI;
Tackling fundamental challenges such as creating 'explainable AI'
or important goals in any area where AI can contribute strongly
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